Research Findings

One year results from two worldwide studies showed improved patient reported outcomes with the ATTUNE Knee compared to other leading knee systems. Four independent studies demonstrated improved patellofemoral outcomes, including reduced incidence of symptomatic crepitus when compared to the well performing SIGMA Knee.

Knee replacement surgery is a common and successful procedure. The performance of the ATTUNE Knee is in line with other knee systems.

Visit www.ATTUNEknee.com for more patient stories and information.

Kittie, a retired teacher and principal, is the oldest female BMX competitor in the United States. She is very passionate about cycling, whether it’s for fun or competitively. When her knee pain got so bad that it interfered with her cycling, she knew something had to change.

“I never stopped riding my bike and being active,” Kittie reflected. “But I was not able to do it in the same manner, at the same rate that I had been before. Overall my quality of life was compromised in the same manner, at the same rate that I had been before. Overall my quality of life was compromised because I was in continuous pain. It was even difficult to do simple things like go up and down stairs, get in and out of a car, and sleeping.”

Kittie had both her knees replaced and after nine weeks of physical therapy, she was able to get back on her bike.

Important Safety Information

As with any medical treatment, individual results may vary. The performance of knee replacements depends on your age, weight, activity level, and other factors. There are potential risks, and recovery takes time. People with conditions limiting rehabilitation should not have this surgery. Only an orthopaedic surgeon can determine if knee replacement is right for you.

How Does Knee Replacement Work?

Knee replacement is a surgical procedure that replaces diseased joint surfaces with implants that mimic a healthy knee.

Recovering After Knee Replacement

Rehabilitation begins almost as soon as surgery is complete, and the typical activities include range of motion exercises and walking.

Before total knee replacement, patients will often undergo a pre-operative physiotherapy and weight loss program. After surgery, a post-operative exercise regimen helps them regain range of motion, strength, and stability.

How the ATTUNE Knee System Works

Every aspect of the ATTUNE Knee has been specially designed to work with the body for a full and natural range of motion, while optimizing stability. The ATTUNE Knee is comprised of several innovative, patented technologies to give you confidence from your very first step.

ATTUNE Knee Surgeon Perspective

William P. Barrett, M.D. – ATTUNE Knee Surgeon Design Team; Renton, Washington

“The ATTUNE Knee System, with its enhanced stability and range of motion, allows my patients to get up and around more quickly. In my experience, my patients are able to get back to work, get back to their activities more quickly than [other patients] would in the past.”

Ryan M. Nunley, M.D. – ATTUNE Knee System Clinical Investigator; St. Louis, Missouri

“After doing the first couple of cases, my patients seemed to get out of the hospital faster, have less pain, and a faster recovery. When they came back to their visit at about the one month period, they had better range of motion. I decided that the ATTUNE Knee was the knee that I wanted to use.”

ATTUNE Knee Patient Perspective

Pam – Retail Store Manager

“My quality of life since the knee replacement has improved so much. It’s been like night and day. Now that I’ve had my knee replaced, I don’t even think about it when I wake up in the morning. I just get out of bed, make coffee, get the paper and don’t have to worry about the pain.”

Lani – Veterinarian and Equine Therapist

“My physical therapist was kind enough to tell me that in his twenty-plus years of doing physical therapy, he had never seen anybody that had responded, and was recovering, as fast as I was.”

Bob – Handball Player

“My quality of life has changed back to where I was probably in my mid-thirties, early-forties. I was able to do things without pain. I was able to go on walks, able to cut the grass, all the things that you can do when you have two good knees.”

Roger – Cyclist and Fisherman

“I am going up and down ladders without a problem, I am fishing without a problem. I enjoy taking my granddaughter out on the boat. My quality of life has changed a lot. One mistake I made, a big mistake, is that I should have gotten it done many years ago.”

How Does Knee Replacement Work?

Knee replacement is a surgical procedure that replaces diseased joint surfaces with implants that mimic a healthy knee.

Recovering After Knee Replacement

Rehabilitation begins almost as soon as surgery is complete, and the typical activities include range of motion exercises and walking.

A patient will typically be able to walk unaided, just 6 weeks after surgery and return to work and everyday activities. After 12 weeks, patients may even perform low-impact activities such as golfing, yoga and swimming. With a strong commitment to rehab, patients can reduce their recovery time and get back to their favorite activities sooner.

The ATTUNE® Knee System

Get back to doing what you love sooner.1,2

A Journey to Faster Recovery

In a clinical study, physical therapists noted that ATTUNE Knee patients had significantly greater range of motion than other knee replacement patients, both at two and six weeks post surgery.1

These physical therapists also noted that ATTUNE Knee patients experienced significantly less time than other knee replacement patients to meet the necessary criteria to leave the hospital.1

ATTUNE Knee was developed to provide better range of motion and prevent the unstable feeling some patients experience during everyday activities, such as bending and walking up and down stairs.

Designed By Experts, Based On Science

• The ATTUNE® Knee was developed to provide better range of motion and prevent the unstable feeling some patients experience during everyday activities, such as bending and walking up and down stairs.

• Designed to work in harmony with your knee muscles and ligaments to increase stability and reduce pain, the ATTUNE Knee helps you get back to living your life and pursuing your passions sooner.1,2

• Backed by DePuy Synthes’ largest-ever research and development program, the ATTUNE Knee has been provided for more than 650,000 patients worldwide since its first clinical use in 2011.1
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